
PCP Air Rifle Aselkon MX8 Evoc Regulator 19J
https://www.sport-attitude.com/en/produit-15605-PCP-Air-Rifle-Aselkon-MX8-Evoc-Regulator-19J

SKU Designation French Law Caliber Shots Energy (J) Thread Barrel (cm) Length (cm) MSRP

CA6507 Cal .22 D .22 (5.5 mm)  12  19  1/2 x 20 UNF  55  95  860.00 € incl. tax

CA6508 Cal .25 D .25 (6.35 mm)  10  19  1/2 x 20 UNF  55  95  860.00 € incl. tax

A formidable precision, a tactical look, a huge tank of air for an unbeatable price.
The PCP MX-8 Evoc Rifle is a bullpup-type air rifle featuring a high-density polymer synthetic stock,
offering an adjustable cheek piece and lower Picatinny rails on the front and rear of the weapon for the
installation of single-foot or two-foot. S

2 pressure gauges are present on the rifle in order to precisely follow the air pressure present in the 500 cc
tank (200 bars maximum) and the pressure contained in the regulator. The latter ensures shots at constant
pressure, which has the effect of greatly improving the regularity of shots, and therefore precision.

DIN filling pin compatible with PCP A73411 pumps
1/8 NTP DIN adapter included
Rifle delivered in a hard case in the colors of the brand
2 chargers included
1 set of O-rings for all leaks included
1/2 x 20 UNF male thread for silencer
Aselkon-type 21mm mounting rail for telescope or red dot
21mm lower rail on the rear of the stock for single-foot mounting
21mm lower rail on the front of the stock for bipod mounting.
Comfort rubber butt plate
Step by step
Autonomy with 1 air refill (approximately): 90 shots in 4.5mm / 80 shots in 5.5mm / 60 shots in
6.35mm.

Scope not included

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.
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